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At last, the book that answers the question on every parent’s mind: Why does my toddler hate

me? Okay, it’s not really hate. It’s just that a little psychopath who walks through life 100%

convinced that he or she is the center of the universe does not care that you have a heart, a

mind, or a soul. You are simply a skin-covered robot tall enough to reach the candy on top of

the fridge. And clean up the rage-vomit when you make the fatal mistake of cutting off the crust

on your toddler’s toast. (Or not cutting it off—seriously, you can’t win.)Includes:The theory of

toddler evolution Mealtime (AKA Hell)Your unraveling lifeAnd how not to die inside 

About the AuthorBunmi Laditan is a regular contributor to Parenting.com, Mothering.com,

iVillage.com, and The Huffington Post, and has appeared on "Good Morning America" and

"CBS Sunday Morning." She lives with her family outside of Montreal.She is the humorist

behind the social media phenomenon The Honest Toddler, with 371,000 likes on Facebook

and 303,000 followers on Twitter. Her newer Facebook feed for Toddlers are A**holes has

25,000 followers - and growing. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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toddlers are a**holes{It’s Not Your Fault}By Bunmi LaditanWORKMAN PUBLISHING • NEW

YORKThis book is dedicated to my adorable assholes.Despite making my hair fall out, I think

we have a good thing going.ContentsDEAR READER,CHAPTER 1What Is a Toddler? And

Other Frequently Asked QuestionsWhat Is a Toddler?What Do Toddlers Want?Why Is Having a

Toddler So Hard?Does My Toddler Hate Me?Why Don’t Toddlers Listen?How Do I Deal with

My Toddler’s Behavior?Are Toddlers Crazy?How Do I Become a Better Parent?How Do I Know

If I Have a Toddler?CHAPTER 2The Theory of Toddler EvolutionThe Terrible TwosThe

Thankless ThreesThe Fucking FoursToddler Preparedness KitCHAPTER 3Grooming Your

GoblinThe Rat’s NestThe FangsThe EpidermisBathtime aka WaterworldEau de

ToddlerCHAPTER 4Mealtime aka HellDinner with a Toddler: What to ExpectDirty Ways to Trick

Your Toddler into EatingA Note About RestaurantsCHAPTER 5Your Unraveling LifeThe Cost of

Raising a ToddlerThe Destruction of Your HomeThe Physical TollCHAPTER 6How to Keep

Your Toddler Off Your BackTake Them to the ParkDistract Them with TVBuy ShitHire a Digital

BabysitterGet Your Pinterest OnHunt Down a PlaygroupFind a FriendCHAPTER 7Asshole

ParentsCHAPTER 8Getting Your Toddler to Listen (LOL)Common Empty ThreatsTantrums:

When Toddlers Go ApeshitCHAPTER 9How Not to Die InsideAssemble the Night StashTurn to

LiquorBecome a Facebook StalkerStop CookingSend Them to Their GrandparentsStay

PositiveCHAPTER 10The Guilt-Free Guide to Day Care and PreschoolsPreschool PrimerHow

to Pay for PreschoolCHAPTER 11Sleep DramaParental Fatigue: How to DealThe Witching

Hour ExplainedSurviving BedtimeCHAPTER 12Potty Training: When the Shit Hits the

FanCHAPTER 13Holiday

GuideHalloweenThanksgivingChristmasChanukahBirthdaysCHAPTER 14Your Nonexistent

Sex LifeSex: Overcoming the HurdlesCHAPTER 15Rites of PassageCHAPTER 16In

ClosingDear Reader,Whether you’re reading this by the light of your phone while locked in the

closet or in the car as your toddler snores behind you: Welcome.There’s a reason toddlers are

at peak cuteness. It’s because Nature knows that toddlerhood is when you are most likely to

take your child to a public park and leave him there with a note that says, “I’m a little shit and

they couldn’t take it anymore.”“Toddler assholery” is a normal part of human development. It’s

like puberty but focuses mainly on throwing food on the floor and taking swings at people who

pay your way.Toddlers are assholes. They just are. Remind yourself of this the next time your

two-year-old tosses a full bowl of oatmeal across the room. The oatmeal he cried for. The

oatmeal you dragged your sleep-deprived ass out of bed at 4:45 a.m. to make.Remind yourself

of this when you’re about to judge your stay-at-home spouse for the mess in the living room.

He’s been under house arrest with a little asshole all day.When you feel tempted to ask your

friend with a three-year-old why she doesn’t call you or hang out anymore, remember that

she’s being held hostage. Offer to babysit while she roams Target for several hours, eating

popcorn and sipping a Frappuccino.I hope you enjoy this book. Go fill up your wineglass. You

deserve it.xo Bunmi Laditan(aka Sopha King Tyerd)P.S. Who is Sopha King Tyerd? Sopha King

Tyerd is the parent who usually comes out between 10:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m. She’s not

interested in impressing other parents or putting on airs. She might walk around for hours with

a sticker on her ass and her shirt inside out. She’s definitely the mom who forgets it’s picture

day and shows up to school drop-off looking like an extra from Les Misérables.She loves her

kids and is just trying to get through the hard times without losing her mind. She’s too

exhausted to be anything but blunt. She’s Sopha King Tyerd. So fucking tired. She’s who I

became when I stopped pretending that I had it all under control and realized that raising kids



isn’t about perfection, holiday cards, or Pinterest meals. It’s about experiencing the ups and the

downs with the people who mean the most to you in the world.I’m definitely Sopha King Tyerd

and bet that you are, too.What Is a Toddler? And Other Frequently Asked QuestionsWhat Is a

Toddler?A toddler is a cross between a sociopath, a rabid animal, a cocker spaniel, a demon,

and an angel. Depending on the time of day and when your toddler’s last meal was, you will

see all of these sides.The Average Toddler’s Schedule:3:00 a.m. Wake up with a cry so loud

that it sends a rush of adrenaline through your parent’s body, causing significant and

permanent damage to her central nervous system.3:01 a.m. Demand breakfast at decibel

levels more suitable for raves and political protests.3:02 a.m. Laugh in your parent’s face as

she tries to get you back to sleep.3:03 a.m. Eat a NutriGrain bar on the living room floor while

your parent sits slumped over on the couch trying not to cry.3:04 a.m. Spiral kick your way

through a diaper change.3:05 a.m. Wail for no reason and demand television.3:07 a.m.

Crumble NutriGrain bar in your hand and smash it into your hair with a crazy look in your

eyes.3:15 a.m. Watch cartoons with the sleeve of Ritz crackers your parent threw at you in

desperation.4:00 a.m. Pee on the floor.4:15 a.m. Briefly fall asleep.4:45 a.m. Wake up angry

about falling asleep.5:00 a.m. Cry in your parent’s ear while jumping on her breasts.7:00 a.m.

Snack time. Eat almost none of it.8:00 a.m. Nap because, yes, you woke up that fucking

early.9:00 a.m. More TV because your parent can’t deal with you.10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Destroy the house or day care. Make it look like a FEMA-neglected natural disaster area. Nap

sporadically.5:00 p.m. Get thrown at whichever parent is having the most manageable panic

attack.6:00 p.m. Ruin dinner for everyone.7:00 p.m. Go batshit crazy about bath/brushing teeth/

pajamas. It’s important to act like this is your first time going through the bedtime routine.9:00

p.m. Pass out.To a sanctiparent (see box below), this will look insane. Regular parents of

toddlers recognize this as their life.Note to Sanctiparents: Shut the fuck up. Nobody wants to

hear your strategies for dealing with your perfect children who wear $300 European designer

tunics and shit rainbows and gold coins. When we want to hear your amazing disciplinary

techniques, we’ll ask. Go ahead and keep Instagramming your family’s meals of figs, brown

rice, breast-milk lentil soup, and homemade goat cheese from your free-range backyard talking

goats. But if you humblebrag one more time about how your toddler has been sleeping through

the night since he was four minutes old, we’re going to pull that stick out of your ass and beat

you with it. P.S. Keep pretending on Facebook that you’re a perfect parent, but, remember,

some of us know you in real life.What Do Toddlers Want?Your soul. Just kidding. Toddlers want

whatever pops into their heads at any given moment. The problem is, these thoughts don’t

stop. This is why even though your toddler specifically asked for crackers, in the time it takes

you to walk to the kitchen, pull the crackers out of the pantry, put the crackers on a plate, and

walk back to your toddler, he now wants a piece of toast in the shape of Jay Leno’s chin. Did I

mention that he is also heartbroken and furious that you have presented him with disgusting

offensive crackers that have no meaning to him? These crackers are no longer just crackers.

They represent his frustration with having a parent who can’t meet his needs. Your child might

feel the need to remove all of his clothing and cry on the floor for twenty minutes, ultimately

pissing himself, even though you’re late for work. WELCOME TO TODDLERHOOD.Toddlers

Want to MoveHave you ever looked at a two-year-old running around and thought, “Are you on

cocaine?” The reason why you’re exhausted at the end of each and every day is because

toddlers’ bodies are constantly in motion. You literally spend your entire day trying to keep them

from breaking their faces on the floor as they run at the speed of light. Being a toddler is a

never-ending episode of American Ninja Warrior, and the only prize is a visit to the emergency

room.Toddlers Want SnacksAll this running around like they’re on dirty meth can really work up



an appetite. Sixty to eighty percent of caring for toddlers is simply fetching them snacks as if

you were some kind of unpaid waiter. Toddlers like to eat. And by eat, I mean graze and

demand food. What kind of food? Toddlers like new, exciting snacks all the fucking time, which

will drive you insane by 10:00 a.m. Some toddlers may take a bite or two of the meal you’ve

made so lovingly, but most will not finish it. You’ll then feel compelled to eat the rest of their fish

sticks or cheese cubes. Try not to dwell on the fact that you’re eating trash. Don’t worry, these

calories don’t count. Most of you will spend your days eating your toddler’s scraps like some

kind of Lululemon-wearing vulture.The next time the Internet pressures you to shape your kid’s

spaghetti and meatballs into a Pixar scene like some kind of overachiever, just say no. She’s

not going to eat that shit anyway. If you have a toddler who eats well, shut up about it and keep

that information to yourself.Why Is Having a Toddler So Hard?Because they can’t be reasoned

with. See, adults are used to dealing with people who can work out their issues by talking, or at

least posting a passive-aggressive Facebook status.This is how an average conversation goes

with a toddler:Dad: “Hey, buddy, we need to get dressed so that we can leave for the

park.”Toddler:“I want to go to the park.”Dad: “I know. So let’s get dressed.”Toddler: “No, I no

want get dressed go to park now.”Dad: “But you’re naked. You can’t be naked at the

park.”Toddler: (Crying and screaming, maybe pissing the floor, at the same time splashing

urine on father, accidentally kicking dad in the nuts): “NO GET DRESSED PARK! NO SHOES

PARK! NO PANT!”At this point the dad is wishing he’d masturbated in the shower instead of

conceiving this crazy mofo.Toddlers look like babies, but don’t get it twisted—babies are pretty

easy to dress. Babies don’t try to hit you. Babies don’t lower your self-esteem by commenting

on how big your ass looks and asking if you have to buy clothes at a special store for said large

ass.Toddlers walk through life like we all wish we could: confident, demanding, and 100 percent

positive that they are the center of the universe. They can kick their father in the testicles and

feel nothing. They love to laugh. They love to destroy expensive cosmetics and to fingerpaint

with long-wearing lipstick. Toddlers love to render electronic devices useless. They enjoy

making debit cards and keys vanish into thin air. They like to permanent marker on

shit.Toddlers live that #thuglyfe better than any of us could even try to because toddlers. don’t.

give. a. fuck. The quicker you understand that, the better. Repeat after me: Toddlers don’t care

and they never did.Does My Toddler Hate Me?Like serial killers, toddlers struggle with

empathy. When your toddler wakes you up with a kick to the head, realize it’s not because she

hates you, but because she views you as a slave. You see, toddlers are primarily concerned

with meeting their own needs and do not recognize that you, too, are a human person. To a

toddler, you do not have a heart, mind, or soul; you are simply a skin-covered robot tall enough

to reach the candy on top of the fridge. You are an epidermis bag and source of endless

comfort. Don’t take your toddler’s antics personally, because it isn’t about you.“Children are a

blessing from above, and you do not deserve kids if you don’t feel this way. I feel sorry for your

toddler.”Response: “I know my toddler is a blessing. I’m reminded of this every April. Tax

Deduction.”Why Don’t Toddlers Listen?Contrary to popular opinion, toddlers do not possess

listening ears. They are unable to hear commands like “Stop,” “No,” “Don’t eat your boogers,” or

“Stop lifting mommy’s skirt.” Toddlers can only hear words that pertain to snacks. A toddler may

not understand the words “Stay in your bed,” but she will hear you chewing a Mentos from

outer space.Toddlers live by one simple rule: DO THE OPPOSITE.If you tell a toddler to wave

to a shop owner, she will stand there like she can’t speak. If you tell a toddler to say hello to a

family member, he will stand there like a Precious Moments figurine. If you tell a toddler to keep

breathing, she will hold her breath until she passes out. Toddlers live to disobey. Once you

understand this, you can control them through reverse psychology—in layman’s terms, mind-



fucking.How Do I Deal with My Toddler’s Behavior?Do what most parents do and drown your

frustrations in doughnuts and beer come bedtime. Personal trainers and fitness nuts will tell

you that eating before bed is bad for your health and waistline. What these idiots don’t

understand is that you need to snack so that you don’t abandon your family in the night.When it

comes down to it, isn’t it preferable to inhale a bag of Doritos and be forty or fifty pounds

overweight than to leave your toddler without a parent? You’re doing the right thing by eating

your emotions. Living with a toddler isn’t the time for you to be worried about having a thigh

gap. Fun fact: You can actually create a thigh gap no matter what you weigh just by standing

with your legs apart. See? Gap. (But, remember, thigh gaps are dangerous because toddlers

can use them to climb back into your uterus.)It’s possible that you can get so depressed from

living with a toddler that you may need prescription medication from an actual doctor. I’m telling

you, having a toddler is no fucking joke. In that case, be sure to jot down whatever

antidepressants you’re taking and the dosage in your child’s baby book. When she looks back

on her milestones, she’ll also see the damage she did to your mental health. Hopefully, this will

inspire her to major in something serious like biology or political science rather than ceramics,

so she’ll be able to take care of you the way you deserve. No one ever made millions

handcrafting clay pots. It’s her turn to foot the bill.Parents, there is no shame in being

medicated. Like I said, at least you’re still there. Anything you can do to keep from packing up

your shit and leaving is called love.PATIENT:DATE:ADDRESS:PHONE:'Q REFILL 'Q DO NOT

REFILLLATE NIGHT FOOD PRESCRIPTION:(Take this to any convenience

store.)MEDICINE:Chocolate • Bagels and cream cheese • Fruit cup (Just kidding, this one is a

joke. Fruit can’t solve problems.) • Bags of Skittles • Twix bars • Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups •

Snickers bars • Unlimited popcorn • Cookies • Expired Halloween candy (They keep this in the

back.) • Ice cream • Frozen appetizers like potato skins with Cheddar cheese and bacon •

Wine • Rum • Any other liquor • Healthy vegetable juice (for your kids) • BeerRecipesfor

Parents on the EdgeNo one is going to judge you for shame-eating Peeps in December to get

through potty training. Everybody does it. Get fancy and try out some crazy recipes. Ideas

below.“Sweet as Life Used to Be” Dessert NachosLayer Cinnamon Toast Crunch, melted

butter, and crushed-up Pop-Tarts. Put in oven on 300°F to warm. Eat standing up over garbage

can.“Why Don’t-U-Listen?” Trail MixTake revenge on your small child by mixing all his favorite

snacks in a large bowl. Throw in Goldfish crackers, Gummy vitamins, yogurt-covered raisins,

cereal, and whatever else you can find. Eat by the greedy-ass handful while you watch people

succeed on TV.Hopelessness DipIn a semiclean Tupperware container, melt one cup of

shredded cheese and a half cup of Velveeta. Mix in some sour cream to taste and a packet of

French onion dip. Eat with tortilla chips until you can’t feel anything.Anger GumboMelt three

cups of ice cream in a large bowl. Add brownie pieces, M&Ms, marshmallows, and Golden

Grahams cereal. Drizzle with three shots of low-grade tequila. Garnish with whipped topping.

Slurp up with a spoon until you’re a little less afraid of morning.Frustration SaladIn a medium

bowl, mix together crumbled bacon, chopped hard-boiled eggs, and lots of mayonnaise. Eat at

2:00 a.m. while crying.Green SmoothiesBlend up vodka and mint chip ice cream. Bam. There’s

calcium in there, too. Calcium for your bones. Add whipped cream for additional vitamin D.Are

Toddlers Crazy?Precisely. Toddlers are nuts and will make you crazy, too. If you have a toddler

in your home, it’s best to imagine that you live in a circus with an emotionally unstable

ringleader. This way, when he throws a shoe at your head and rage-vomits, you can shake your

head and know that it has nothing to do with you and everything to do with him.Toddlers can go

from laughing to crying to screaming in a matter of seconds. There is no point in trying to keep

up with their tsunami of emotions, because as you’re addressing one, the next one is already



revving up to drown you. When you get overwhelmed by your toddler’s feelings, it’s best just to

find a quiet corner where you can hug your knees and rock back and forth. Sing a pretty, sad

song like “The Rose.” You can even make up your own tune. My favorite is “I Used to Have

Dreams.” After a few minutes your kid will seek you out, sit on your head, and fart, but at least

you tried. This is called yoga.How Do I Become a Better Parent?Who cares? Right now your

job as a parent is to survive. You are in the trenches with a psychopath. Remember that. This

isn’t the time to play Holier Than Thou Parent. It’s time to make it to the next day.How Do I

Know If I Have a Toddler?You know you have a toddler if . . .1. You hate your spouse a little.

Toddlers can destroy your marriage if you let them. The stress of living in an insane asylum

with a child who makes you want to fall on your sword will take a toll on your personal

relationship. People without a toddler of their own will not understand how someone so cute will

make you want to be single, living in a studio apartment with only a bottle of Jose Cuervo to

keep you company. You don’t actually hate your spouse, it just feels like it because you hate

life. Do not let your little cockblock tear your love life apart. Remember: You’re in a war zone.

You need backup.2. You no longer fantasize about being rich, famous, beautiful, or talented.

Your fantasies now center around sleep. You dream about being rested and floating away on a

California king bed where you can lie in starfish formation. Toddlers have the potential to steal

just as many Z’s as their infant brethren. Infants don’t scream in your face. Infants don’t run into

traffic. It’s a hard truth to swallow, but with a toddler you will be more physically and emotionally

tired than you have ever been while also having to deal with twilight shenanigans that will

astonish you nightly.
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Ben, “Pretty funny. Plus it irritates my wife's obnoxious "crunchy" .... Pretty funny. Plus it irritates

my wife's obnoxious "crunchy" friends. That's actually what they call themselves, like it's cool or

something. Buy two and upset an essential oil peddling mom today. Namaste.”

bri, “Feeling like a failure on raising a toddler? Buy this book! It's LOL FUNNY. My son just

recently turned two and has the terrible two attitude down to an art. I was feeling so

overwhelmed with his recent bad behavior (unless you call being hit in the face with a train a

'good time') when my mother inlaw mentioned this book. I'm not a reader.. mainly bc I can

never find anything that will keep my attention long enough. THIS BOOK, I couldn't put it down!

I was LOL through the entire book. It was SO relatable and i loved all the vulgarity and

sarcasm! It made me feel so much better about trying to raise my terrible little two year old. A

must read for moms who are just trying to make it through the day without losing their sh*t! It's

a short book, and easy to finish during a nap time or two. I passed it along to my mother inlaw

and she's enjoying it as much as I did.”

c4TXangel, “So funny!. BAWhahahahahaha! This book provides the comic relief needed after a

long day with a terrible two! A little vulgar, but expected given the title.My husband walked in

from putting our toddler to bed and found me laughing so hard I had tears streaming down my

face. We sit and laugh at the scenarios because we have lived through most of it.It’s a perfect

gift for a parent who has survived the first two years of baby life, heading into toddlerhood.”

Breana, “worth every penny!!. Seriously cannot stop laughing. BEST BOOK EVER!!”

acrnyc, “Surprisingly comforting!. I have a 3 year old and saw this book at a friend's house.

Bought it immediately. I found it surprisingly helpful and it put my mind at ease about the

constant internal voices - "Is it my fault she's being a jerk? Am I setting her up for a lifetime of

being a psychopath?" Turns out it really is just a phase, and this book actually is helping me

get through it. Highly recommend to any parent of toddlers! Going to buy for all of my parent

friends.”

LaDonna R. Orendorff, “Hilarious as long as you're not in the toddler stage. I originally bought

this book for my son and his wife who at the time had one toddler, I thought some comedy

might come in handy. Making it through the toddler war is difficult. I read this book with my

youngest son who was 8 at the time and thought it was hilarious with me, we laughted together

so hard we were crying, and it was fun to say OMG! YOU did that! Having been through my

own toddler wars a long time ago I found this book to be truthful an hilarious. I think parents

who are out of the toddler stage and can find time to read will think it's funny and grandparents

will think it's funny. I'm not sure if parents who are going through the toddler wars will find it is

as funny. However, just knowing your child is not the only one coloring on the walls, sticking

things up their noses or being defiant is comforting. I have purchased this book again for my

friends son who is just now starting his own toddler wars.”

Marianthy Riga, “Humour that stays with you!. I bought this for myself when I realised I was

struggling with staying calm while parenting a 1-year-old. An easy read as it's not a continuous

narration but rather a mix of formats, and short sections. Three years later, I've gifted it to many

friendly parents who also loved it. I find that in difficult times, the clever one-liners from the

book surface onto my harassed brain and make me laugh out loud, which usually serves to

dispel the tension.Laditan is decidedly irreverent and makes it clear that she cannot stand



hypocritical "all-perfect" parents. She is exposing the nitty-gritty reality of raising small humans

and oscillating between wanting to cuddle them and wanting a ticket to get far, far away from

there. I am grateful for this book and I hope to read more of hers.”

Di, “Love this book. Love this book. Yep this is the crazy life of a toddler... and obviously mine

are actually normal. I've found myself laughing out loud so many times as I realise how

ridiculous, but all completely true this is. I think i'll pull this out during meltdowns to help me

lighten up... Along with a big glass of wine of course!! :)”

Lyns, “So, so, so funny. I laughed so hard at this book in places, my toddler thought I was going

mad ("what you laugh at, mommy?" Repeat x 300). It's a work of genius, thank you Bunmi. I

am in the midst of early parenthood and I relate to the things she has written on a daily basis.”

LouiseK Notts, “So funny - a must have if you have kids. My friend got this for me - and I’ve

now purchased it for one of my friends - this is SO FUNNY - if someone is easily offended

don’t get it - I found this brilliant”

Yasmin E (UK), “Funny and real. I loved every minute I read this book. As a mother of 3 young

children, I can totally relate to most things Laditan talks about. The book is written in a

humourous way which made me literally laugh out loud! Very relatable and true for all parents

with a toddler. I would highly recommend for any parent who wants a light hearted book to

make them feel "normal"”

The book by Bunmi Laditan has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3,216 people have provided feedback.
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